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Program 
 
8:30-8:50 Coffee & Sign-in, Lobby 
 
Please help yourself to coffee and pastries.  Also, please take time to complete the Participant Survey 
(the yellow sheet in your conference packet).   To be eligible for a door prize, please place your 
completed survey in the box at the registration table before 12:00 noon today. 
 
9:00-9:20 Welcome, Indy Hall A 
 
 
9:20-10:20 Keynote Presentation, Indy Hall A 
 

Organizing for Collective Learning: Transforming Practice Together 
Lynsey Gibbons, Boston University 

 
Almost all teachers participate in professional learning communities. What makes collaborative work 
meaningful and impactful for teachers and adults in schools? How can professional learning be 
organized to allow for teachers to learn together, alongside their colleagues? How can students 
experience similar high-quality opportunities to learn mathematics across every grade level in an entire 
school?  We will explore some innovative ways of transforming how teachers work together, including 
how coaches and principals can support teachers can develop a shared set of instructional practices 
through co-design lessons together and engage in “teacher time outs” as they enact lessons together.   

 
Keynote Speaker: Lynsey Gibbons 

 

 
 

Lynsey Gibbons began her career in education first teaching upper 
elementary grades and then supporting elementary teachers as a 
mathematics coach in Lexington, KY. While teaching and coaching, she 
studied Educational Leadership at the University of Kentucky. She then 
became increasingly curious about how to support both students and 
teachers to develop identities as mathematical thinkers. This led her to 
pursue graduate studies at Vanderbilt University, and postdoctoral studies 
at the University of Washington. Lynsey is now an assistant professor of 
mathematics education at Boston University. Her research focuses on the 
challenge of reorganizing schools to support teachers’ development of 
instructional practices that are productive for student learning. Central to 
this effort is unpacking the roles of instructional leaders in supporting 
teachers’ development, including how leaders organize their schools for 
learning. This work is informed by a vision of teaching mathematics that 
includes eliciting and building on children’s thinking as they attempt to 
solve challenging tasks, while holding children accountable to learning 
goals. She collaborates with teams of teachers, coaches, and leaders to 
design professional learning experiences for elementary mathematics 
teachers that support vibrant intellectual communities for both students 
and teachers. 

 



10:30-11:30 Breakout Session 1 
 

Session 1A: U Indy Hall B 
 

Building an Effective Math Coaching Model 
Jane Allen, Yvonne Buller, and Lori Hochstetler, Middlebury Community Schools 

 
Growing a sustainable and successful coaching model takes time and the commitment of a team.  Hear 
one district’s journey to build a successful coaching relationship between coach, administrators and 
teachers.  Learn from a superintendent, principal and math coach as they share a coaching model that 
has enabled all parties in their district to grow. 
 

Session 1B: U Indy Hall C 
 

Creating a Classroom Environment that Supports Mathematical Understandings  
Ryan Flessner, Butler University, Courtney Flessner, Indiana University 

 
In this session, we will explore the physical and cultural environments we can build to support 
mathematical teaching and learning.  We will begin with the question, "Can outsiders tell that 
mathematics happens here?"  From there we will examine ideas related to storage of physical materials, 
explore what hangs on walls in classrooms, and discuss the dialogue and routines in place to support 
students' mathematical development. 
 
11:30-12:30 Lunch 
 
Please help yourself to lunch and enjoy the company of colleagues who share a passion for the 
improvement of mathematics teaching and learning in Indiana schools.  
 
Thank you to Pearson for sponsoring our lunch and  
providing morning refreshments for conference attendees. 
 
 
12:30-1:30 Breakout Session 2 
 

Session 2A: U Indy Hall B 
 

Shifting the Culture of Math! 
Nathan Speitel, Bryce McDonald and Angela Miller, Caston School Corporation 

 
Improving instruction through professional development has a .51 effective size in improving student 
achievement.  The most effective professional development that you can provide for a math teacher is an 
experienced math coach.  Through effective collaboration with a school administrator a math coach can 
build professional relationships with teachers to improve student achievement.   A math coach, school 
administrator and classroom teacher from Caston Elementary School discuss how professional 
development delivered by a math coach is changing traditional math instruction to a more child centered 
math workshop experience for students.  Learn how a strong professional relationship between coach, 
administrator and teacher can change the math culture in your school. 
 
  



Session 2B: U Indy Hall C 
 

Problem Solving: Alternatives to Keywords 
Nick Meyer and Kathy Jones, Indianapolis Public Schools 

 
Teaching students to solve problems by identifying keywords has been described by mathematics 
researchers as anything from superficial to misleading. How can we create an environment in which 
students make sense of problems without resorting to less efficient strategies such as relying on 
keywords? This session provides classroom strategies for making math tasks accessible to all students. 
Come immerse yourself in approaches that cutting edge mathematicians are recommending as ways to 
engage more learners. 

 
1:40-2:40 Breakout Session 3 
 

Session 3A: U Indy Hall A 
 

Math in Your Feet: Moving Bodies are Learning Bodies 
Malke Rosenfeld, Bloomington, IN 

 
Kids love to move—there's a developmental imperative at play that can’t be ignored. How can we 
harness this innate playfulness in ways that move our students, literally, toward conceptual 
understanding of math? Learn how the whole, moving body can be a tool for doing and learning 
mathematics in deep and engaging ways. 
 

Session 3B: U Indy Hall B 
 

Using the NWEA Learning Continuum to Differentiate Instruction 
Brian Scott, Greenfield-Central Community School Corporation 

 
This session explores how to use Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) data to support students 
missing prerequisite skills, needing continued practice, and requiring learning experiences beyond grade 
level.  We will explore the use of a powerful combination of NWEA's Learning Continuum, locally 
developed screeners, and core mathematics resources to help students grow to expected levels regardless 
of the current level.  If you are a longtime user, a new user, or contemplating the use of NWEA as an 
assessment tool, this presentation is for you. 
 
2:50-3:30 Panel Discussion/Door Prizes/Conclusion, U Indy Hall A 
 
Please join us as we pose questions to a panel of mathematics coaches.  


